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M. S. Ruiperez tried several years ago in his article Esquisse d'une histoire du 
vocalisme grec, Word 12 (1956), 67—81, to analyze phonologically the development 
of the vocal systems in Attic and Boeotian, and thus he laid foundations for a new, 
diachronic-phonological method of treating dialect phonology, a method hitherto — in 
such an extent — not adopted in the realm of classical languages. In spite of some 
criticism 1 — only partly justified — of this remarkable Ruiperez's method his attempt 
has already found firm footing in the history of the research into ancient Greek phono
logy, and certainly deserves to be followed also with respect to other areas of Greek 
dialects. We ourselves have already tried to do so in a couple of studies, one dealing 
with the Boeotian-Thessalian area2 and the other with the Elean area3. Now we are 
presenting a third contribution, consisting in an attempt at a diachronic-phonological 
analysis of the development of the long-vowel t$vstem in the whole Attic-Ionic group 
of dialects. Compared to the above-mentioned article by Ruiperez, our study is, 
therefore, going to deal with also the non-Attic dialects of the Attic-Ionic group; on 
the other hand, in contrast to Ruiperez again, we shall abstain from discussing the 
systemic aspect of the short-vowel development—we have done so in the two prece
ding studies as well—, yet we shall include in our systemic long-vowel schemes also 
the so-called monophonematic diphthongs, in addition to Ruiperez's list of long 
vocalic phonemes and in accord again with both of our former studies. (Cf. in this 
respect also S P F F B U E 5 (1960), 85-88*, where we tried to explain why the diphthongs 
ai, ei, oi, ou may be perhaps taken for monophonematic in several of the Greek 
dialects at least.) 

In our opinion, therefore, single phases in the development of the Attic-Ionic 
long-vowel system presented approximately the following picture: 

1. The long-vowel system, as it existed in the Attic-Ionic dialects before their 
later historical dismemberment, which occurred about the boundary between the 
second and the first millennia B . C , very likely may be reproduced by the following 
scheme (including the four diphthongs, which either were monophonematic at that 
time already, or were likely to assume this character in Attic-Ionic earlier or later): 

I u 
ei 01 e o ou 

ai a 

2. A t the boundary between the 2nd and the 1st millennia B . C , subsequent to 
the first compensatory lengthening5 (the type esmi > emi), the whole Attic-Ionic 
area witnessed the transformation of the hitherto existing three-grade triangular 
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system into a four-grade triangular system with 7 long monophthongs (implying 
naturally the four diphthongs in addition): 

i ii 

ei oi 

ai 
3. Due to substratum influence of non-Greek languages spoken in Asia Minor 6 and 

maybe partly also in connection with considerable overloading in the back long-vo
wel row (Ruiperez believes the 2nd factor to be the primary), first in Ionia but soon 
after also in the other Attic-Ionic areas, a shift of the phoneme a to the front position 
of ce took place sometime about 900 B . C., 7 this occurrence giving rise to a special 
quadrangular system with the phoneme TB in the front row: 8 

I u 

Hi 

This systemic scheme could, of course, not be applied to Attic, had there the original 
Greek rd, ed, id never been transformed into rw, ece, iw, i . e. if the supporters of the 
older view were right, holding the Attic rd, ed, id of the Classical Era (with d corres
ponding either to the proto-Greek d or to that which originated through the 1st com
pensatory lengthening) to be Attic original qualities and not results of the reverse 
change of rw, ece, ice into rd, ed, id. Yet, the more recent theory of the reverse shift 
appears to be more convincing even from the structural point of view (see Ruiperez, 
Word 12,71sq.) and the contemporary research-workers usually prefer it to the older 
hypothesis. 

Of greater importance is, however, the question whether the phonic quality ce was 
sufficiently fixed in all the Attic-Ionic dialects, for a space of time at least, to assert 
itself in the history of their long-vowel system as an independent phoneme, not fusing 
immediately with the quality f. The situation was pretty clear in this respect in 
Naxos, Keos, and Amorgos, where the local quite special differentiation of the 
spellings H : E , documented even in the 5th cent. B . C., speaks for a long-lasting 
phonematic fixation of the quality ai.9 

Nevertheless, in Attic as well, when adhering to the reverse shift theory, you have to 
take a complete phonematic independence of this quality for granted for a limited 
space of time at least. It is generally known today that there exist in the Attic dialect 
certain secondary differences between the extent of occurrence of the signs A (—d) and H 
after r and their occurrence after e and i—this holding good also in reference to quite 
identical word types [cf. e. g. the Attic TtkiJQt] < 'plere(s)a, xogt) < 'korwd, on the one 
hand, and the Attic vyia < 'hugie(s)a, vea < 'newd, on the other hand]. 1 0 This fact led 
the adherents of the reverse shift theory to the conclusion that reverse shifting of 
a to a after r somewhat preceded the same process after the phones e, i, the contrasts 
nXrjQriJvyid and y.oQrjjved indicating that the liquidation of the phoneme w and 
the contraction of e + a into w must be interposed between the occurrence of the 
change rw > rd and that of ece > ed, ice > id. If this actually took place—and the 
advocates of the opposite theory are hardly capable of offering a more convincing 
explanation of these differences11—the quality ce originating from d must have exis
ted in Attic long enough to be ascribed without hesitation the character of an inde
pendent phoneme. 

ou 

ei oi 
ai 
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On the other hand, we do not hold quite probable the preservation of this quality in 
Att ic as late as the 5/4 centuries B . C , this being e. g. Schwyzer's and Lasso de la Vega's 
view. 1 2 We only assume that this ce definitely outlived the origin of the new Attic a, 
which was the product of the second compensatory lengthening (the type tans > tas) 
and which will be the subject of a more detailed discussion further on. sub 4. It namely 
seems probable that either the Attic rce, ede, ice was transformed into ra, ed, id 
only after the origin of this new a — this being the case, the above-mentioned phonic 
combinations still retained their phonic value w when this new ,,compensatory" 
a originated — or else if the Attic rce, ece, ice got shifted to ra, ed, id before the origin 
of the ,,second compensatory" a, then the phone a could not at first but assume in the 
combinations ra, ed, id the character of a mere combinatory variant of the phoneme 7e 
— this again implying the assumption that this He alone could hardly have fused enti
rely with the quality § prior to the accomplishment of the second compensatory leng
thening, withdrawing thus suddenly the necessary phonematic support from its combi
natory variant a. Yet, if this fusing had taken place in Att ic so early, the d in rd, ed, id 
would have had to become an independent phoneme, this surely being with regards to 
systemic economy quite incompatible with the not very high functional loading 
of this phonic phenomenon (whose occurrence was — in addition — restricted to 
a special phonic enviroment) — all the more since in contrast to this the functional 
leading of the phoneme g, which had been high enough even so, would have had in 
this case to increase too enormously after taking over the quality ce. It appears 
therefore probable that suitable systemic conditions for the infusion of the quality as 
into hitherto existing g did not in fact develop in Att ic until the second compensatory 
lengthening produced the new 6, whose frequency of occurrence, to be sure, was not 
too high either, but which could not turn into a combinatory variant of any hitherto 
existing phone, as it was not dependent on any phonic environment; so it could in 
the given situation perform only the function of a real phonematic unit, being thus 
also capable of adopting either at once or later the quality d from ra, ed, id and reliev
ing in this way the phoneme ce of this combinatory ballast. 

To what extent that which has been said in the last paragraph about Attica can be 
applied also to Euboea and specially to Ionia is in the meantime beyond our estima
tion. 1 3 Of course, the geographical spread of the change a > ce > g from the east 
to the west taken for granted, 1 4 one may assume that at least in Ionia the whole of 
this phonic development may have been accomplished so quickly as to enable the 
substitute for the proto-Greek a (and for the d produced by the 1st compensatory 
lengthening) to take the position of f as early as before the new a originated through 
the 2nd compensatory lengthening, yes, it may even be that the oi-stage ran its 
course here without any phonematic fixation of the quality ce whatsoever. This would 
mean, to be sure, that either the duration of the systemic phase described sub 3 may 
have been at least in Ionia shorter than in the other Attic-Ionic areas, or that this 
systemic phase, owing to the merely transient character of the quality ce, may not 
have occurred—purely phonemically taken—at all. In either case this Ionic situation 
would have finally resulted in an extra transition phase with 6 monophthongs, 
offering the following scheme: 

01 
ai 
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4. A t some time in the 9th cent. B . C. a new a originated in the entire Attic-Ionic 
area as the result of the 2nd compensatory lengthening, the same quality fusing in 
Attic sooner or later (cf. our discussion sub 3) also with the d which originated through 
the reverse shift TCB, ea, ice > rd, ed, id. Thus came into being at least in one part 
of the Attic-Ionic area 1 5 a system of 8 monophthongs, with the front vowels predo
minating, as it is presented by Ruiperez, Word 12, 70. Reproduced with the 
amplification of the four accompanying monophonematic diphthongs this system 
renders the following scheme: 

i 
g 

ei oi ( § , 1 8 

ae 
ai a. 

Yet, it must be stressed that this long-vowel system could after all have even the 
character of a four-grade quadrangular system, provided, to be sure, that the new a 
was inserted in the back vocal row; this being the case, the systemic scheme would be 
different: 

I u 

ei oi ^ 9 ou 

ai a 

The advantage of this quadrangular scheme would lie in the fact that the front 
long-vowel axis would be less overloaded than in the corresponding Ruiperez's 
triangular scheme (the latteT, however, may be said to conform somewhat better 
to the physiological character of the oral cavity) 1 ' and besides the quadrangular 
scheme need not likely assume the shift of the hitherto existing f (i. e. the then 
available substitute for primary e) to the position of the medial e, which assumption 
seems to be a rather necessary implication of Ruiperez's triangular grouping. 1 8 On the 
other hand, however, we must admit that in the whole of the Attic-Ionic area we do 
not find anywhere the least trace of a back quality of the secondary d produced by 
the second compensatory lengthening. 

To round up the discussion of the systemic phase No. 4 the following reservation 
must be uttered: whether one or the Other systemic modification—either of them 
respecting the quality w as an independent phoneme—could make itself valid only 
in those Attic-Ionic dialects which preserved the quality W as an independent pho
neme even after the second compensatory lengthening. When closing our discussion 
of the systemic phase No. 3 we have namely pointed out that such a long existence 
of the quality w is at least in Ionia not quite certain, which implies after all the possi
bility of phase No. 4 having been altogether skipped in the Ionic of Asia Minor. 
This granted, the assumed "Ionia transition phase" of 6 monophthongs, which we 
have mentioned at the close of our analysis sub 3, would have been immediately 
followed by phase No. 5. Nevertheless, the above-mentioned reservation — just as the 
analogical reservation at the close of our discussion sub 3—wants to be just a marginal 
Temark without claiming any outstanding significance. If we namely laid a too great 
stress on it we should run the risk of overestimating the differentiation between the 
single Attic-Ionic dialects (specially when compared to the other Greek dialects) by 
pointing out differences between at least the Ionic of Asia Minor, on the one hand, 

ou 
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and the other Attic-Ionic dialects, on the other hand, even in situations when they 
cannot be quite safely demonstrated. 

5. The system analyzed sub 4, no matter whether triangular or quadrangular and 
irrespective of the extent of its spread over the Attic-Ionic territory, clearly displayed 
the tendency to undergo further transformation into a triangular four-grade system, 
similar to that which originated in the Attic-Ionic area already after the accomplish
ment of the first compensatory lengthening, i . e. again into a system of seven mono
phthongs: 

I u 
ei oi ^ _ _ ° ou 

e. Q 
ai a 

This long-vowel system was very likely quite familiar at the time of the first 
Attic-Ionic inscriptional documents (i. e. at the end of the 8th and on the threshold 
of the 7th cent. B . C.) to the inhabitants of Attica, Euboea, Ionia, and maybe also 
of some of the Cyclades, 1 9 the possibility having been indicated in our study several 
times before that Ionia may have been the scene of this development substantially 
earlier than the other Attic-Ionic regions. 

As to Naxos, Keos, and Amorgos, where the phonic difference between the substit
ute for the proto-Greek a (and for the a produced by the first compensatory lengthen
ing) and between the substitute for the primary Greek e can be still demonstrated as 
late as in the 5th cent. B . C , we have to assume that at the time when in the other 
regions of the Attic-Ionic area the systemic phase No. 5 was in progress, in these parts 
of the Cyclades the systemic phase No. 4 was still prevailing. 2 0 This condition, 
documented in those three islands, is the only instance known to us speaking in favour 
of the hypothesis of the quadrangular modification of the systemic stage No. 4, foT 
the outnumbering of the o -phonemes by the e-fw- phonemes lasted here uninterrup
tedly from the 8th to the 5th cent. B . C , and this fact implies the possibility of the 
phoneme a being there really ousted to the back vocal row all the time. 

6. a) The formation of the long-vowel system was very strongly affected probably 
in the 7th cent. B . C—or in the^6th cent, at the latest—in most of the Attic-Ionic 
territory by the change u > u21 (in our opinion even this change was primarily a sub
stratum product of the languages spoken in Asia Minor, 2 2 while the overloading of 
the back long-vowel row, which Ruiperez holds to be the main cause of this change, 
was according to our view only a secondary factor). To be sure, the accomplishment 
of this change neither reduced nor increased the number of the systemic members, 
nevertheless the system itself received a new character, for it was for the first time in 
the history of the Greek language that a phoneme of central articulation position 
assumed the grade of minimal opening. Thus the following long-vowel scheme 
originated: 

i u 
e o ei oi v _ _ • ou 

§ Q 
ai a 

This systemic stage was reached, of course, only in Attic and the Ionic of Asia 
Minor—and, to a limited extent, perhaps also in the Cyclades (Naxos, Keos, Amorgos 
excepting). In contrast to it, in Euboea the systemic stage No. 5 still held its ground, 
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since we believe that in this Attic-Ionic dialect the change u > u perhaps never 
occurred at a l l . 2 3 —As to the Cyclades, the change u > u may really have been 
accomplished there by that time, sure enough (even though positive documents are 
absent), yet in Naxos, Keos, and Amorgos, at any rate, there still existed the quality 
CB alongside the open f. It seems, therefore, that in these three islands a very compli
cated long-vowel system sprung up subsequent to the accomplishment of the change 
U > u, containing, on the one hand, still the phoneme w and having the shift of u 
into u accomplished already, on the other hand. This system may be depicted in two 
ways; it depends on which of the two variants mentioned sub 4 is considered to be 
its basis. The two schemes would look as follows: 
either — 

1 u 
f • o 

ei oi (f, 

or— 

an 
ai a 

1 u 

o 

P o 
ei oi v _ v ou 

? _ o 
ai ae a 

b) Now, the question remains to be answered whether the schemes which we have so 
far presented sub 6a really reproduce actual situations in the history of the Attic-Ionic 
long-vowel systems and whether their significance for the treatment of our problems 
is not merely theoretical. We namely cannot fail to see that the oldest known 
Attic inscription (Schw. D G E App. 2* I 1, ca. 725) already bears the form xbxov = 
TOVTOV, which may be used as a "direct" argument2 5 in favour of the view that the 
monophthongization of the diphthong ou into 0 was accomplished in Attic as early as 
towards the end of the 8th cent. B . C. (similar forms of the demonstrative pronoun 
OVXOQ may be found later in the Attic-Ionic area more often).26 A n analogical argu
ment, even if , .indirect" in this case, speaking in favour of an early monophthon
gization of the diphthong ei into 3 may be seen in numerous documents of the spelling 
E I M I in place of the older spelling E M I (= elfti < *esmi), found in Attic-Ionic inscrip
tions from as early as the middle of the 7th cent. B . C. 2 7 0 f importance, however, 
are also some other instances of early documentation of the two monophthon-
gizations, such as the Attic ap#e = &Q%ei S E G 3, 56 (VI ex.), or Aerovg< -ojos 
(VI ex.) 2 8. If thus the first signs of the monophthongization of the diphthongs 
ei, ou are of such early date in the Attic-Ionic dialects, the systemic sche
mes we have presented sub 6a may really be of purely theoretical value: we must, 
count with the possibility that in Attica, Ionia, and the Cyclades the 
diphthongs ei, ou were likely being monophthongized into 8, o either prior 
to the change u > il or more or less simultaneously with it. It is true that Schwy-
zer, G G I 233, finds in his chronological table for these monophthongization changes 
a date as late as the 5th cent. B . C., yet, the above-quoted documents considered, 
this term appears to be far too postdated, and besides we must not forget that with 
reference to the ow-monophthongization Schwyzer, 1. c , joins into one both the 
monophthongization ou > 5 and a further shift of this 0 into u, this latter shift not 
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having probably been fully accomplished even about 400 B. C. (cf. below page 80 sq). 
On the other hand, we must admit that the argumentative force of the Attic XOTOV does 
not seem to us sufficiently convincing, for the possibility of this form represent
ing some very old variant of the more familiar xovxov cannot be excluded, the original 
ou perhaps not underlying there the spelling 0 at a l l . 2 9 Nevertheless, even if we did not 
take this expression into account, we could not bring down the upper boundary 
for the monophthongization process of the diphthongs ei, ou below the middle of the 
7th cent. B . C. (Anyhow, we have to count also with the possibility of the chronolog
ical relation of the change u > u to the monophthongization process of the di
phthongs ei, ou being different in the different Attic-Ionic dialects.) 

In this situation, when it is really very hard to find an entirely certain solution, we 
cannot but lay stress at least on the following: If the monophthongization of ei > e, 
ou > 5 was accomplished in Attica, Ionia, and the Cyclades subsequently to the 
accomplishment of the change u > u, then the two systemic schemes sub 5 were 
really first transformed into systemic schemes sub 6a. After the liquidation of the 
diphthongs ei, ou, to be sure, further simplification of these systemic schemes took 
place, with the result that the total number of phonemes got reduced by the two 
accessory monophonematic diphthongs ei and ou, the monophthongal nucleus of each 
of the respective system variants remaining unchanged. Thus there sprang up in the 
end —certainly about 500 B . C. at the latest—in the Attic-Ionic area (Euboea ex
cepting) the following system variants: 
—in Attica, Ionia (and very likely also in the Cyclades except Naxos, Keos, and 
Amorgos)— 

I 0 
f 9 

§ 9 
a 

01 

ai 

in Keos, Naxos, and Amorgos either 

1 u 
f 9 

oi fa 

ai 
or more probably 

01 

%. 9 

i u 
? 9 

ai a, 

If, however, in Attica, Ionia, and also in the Cyclades the monophthongization 
process ei > 2, ou > 0 preceded the change u > u, the transformation of the systemic 
schemes sub 5 progressed in these areas as follows: first the total number of phonemes 
got reduced to nine due to the disappearance of the phonemes ei, ou, and it was not 
until then that the monophthongal nucleus of each of the respective system variants 
got transformed by the shift of the phoneme u to the central position of u. The end re
sult, manifested about 500 B . C , was, therefore, identical with that of the former 
assumption, even though it was attained by the reverse sequence of the two changes. 
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As to Euboea, it was the scene of one of the two changes only, i . e. the monophthong-
ization process ei > g, ou > 0, so that the development in this area was quite 
undisputable, its result being about 500 B . C. at the latest a long-vowel system, 
which comprised, to be sure, also only two monophonematic diphthongs, but u in it 
failed to shift to u: 

I i i 
? 9 

§ 9 
a 

7. The next change of the long-vowel system, having a rather limited geographic 
extent, occurred towards the end of the 5th cent. B . C , when in Naxos, Keos, and 
Amorgos the hitherto existing system, containing still the phoneme as, was finally 
transformed into a system quite identical with that which had been prevailing at 
least since 500 B. C. i?i Attica, Ionia, and may be also in the remaining area of the 
Cyclades, i . e. with the respective systemic stage No. 6b. This phonological event 
resulted thus at the end of the 5th cent. B . C. at the latest in a total equalization of 
the long-vowel systems throughout the whole Attic-Ionic territory outside Euboea, 
and even prospective preservation of this condition may be taken for granted 
there. 

This unified long-vowel system of Att ic and of the Ionic of Asia Minor and of the 
Cyclades likely underwent soon after —in some of the Attic-Ionic dialects it may have 
occurred even earlier, but it is difficult to prove it—another transformation: the 
hitherto closed 3 was shifted to the position of the long w, which had been free in these 
dialects since the shift of the old u to u. A quite precise date of the origination of this 
new u cannot be fixed. The spelling O Y alone, which began to be used sporadically 
as early as from the end of the 6th cent. B . C. in the Attic-Ionic area to reproduce also 
the monophthong that resulted from the compensatory lengthening of the phone 6 or 
from the contraction of o + o, does not betray about the quality of the sound under
lying this sign anything more except the assumption that at the time when this 
spelling began to assume the said function, 3 0 the then existing substitute for the proto-
Greek diphthong ou already formed with the said "compensatory" or "contracted" 
monophthong one single phoneme, without directly implying whether the phoneme 
had still the quality 6, or that of u already. Yes, even the fact that in Boeotian the 
adoption of the "Ionic" alphabet (which occurred shortly before 350 B . C. through 
Attic mediation) introduced the use of the spelling O Y also for the reproduction of the 
original w, 3 1 cannot be taken for a quite safe proof of the M-pronunciation of the pho
neme then underlying the Attic spelling O Y . The inhabitants of Boeotia would have 
namely likely adopted the "Ionic" spelling O Y for the reproduction of their old U— 
which was going to retain its M-pronunciation in Boeotia even prospectively—also 
in the case if this O Y had at that time still maintained in Attica its value of the closed 
3: even so the "Ionic" spelling O Y would have been more suitable to express the 
pronunciation of the Boeotian U than the "Ionic" spelling Y , which had probably 
been identified in Attica with the value u for quite a long time and thus was not suit
able to perform in Boeotia after the local accomplishment of the' 'Ionic" orthographic 
reform the reproduction of the old U.—Nevertheless, what we have just said about 
Boeotian indicates only that the Boeotian adoption of the Attic-Ionic spelling O Y for 
the old local •& does not supply us with an absolutely safe terminus ante quem for the 
final accomplishment of the Attic-Ionic change 5 > u, and, to be true, there 

oi 

ai 
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still exists the possibility that the change actually may have occurred, in some of the 
Attic-Ionic regions at least, prior to the Boeotian adoption of the „Ionic" orthography. 
We have already said that in Ionia, Attica, and the Cyclades in any case the position 
of the long u was free from the 7th, or at the latest, the 6th cent. B . C. (since the local 
realization of the change U > u), and the occurrence of the two d-phonemes, Q and 
5, being comparatively dense in the back row, it is quite probable that the closed 6 began 
to display the tendency towards shifting to u immediately after the accomplishment of 
the changes > u; thus it is possible after all that even the process of accomplishing 
the shift a to u may have come to an end in some of these areas at least even rather 
long before the 4th cent. B. C , especially if some westward spread of the change 
U > u (coming from Ionia) were taken for granted. On the other hand, however, we 
have also to take into account the circumstance that there existed in the respective 
dialects on the back long-vowel axis after the accomplishment of the change U > u 
only two non-a phonemes (g, a) and that their articulation may have been affected 
by their front-row counterparts (g, e) to such an extent that the definite occupation 
of the terminal articulation position of u may have taken place quite a long time after 
its evacuation through the change u > u. 

Thus there existed in Attica, Ionia, and the Cyclades—may be already before 
400 B. C , but some 50 years later more certainly—a new system, that was 
comparatively well adapted to the physiological-articulation capacity of the oral 
cavity: 

I u u 

oi ? _ o 3 a 

ai a 

In contrast to it, Euboea kept preserving its former system, discussed sub 5, 
because the Euboean closed 5, even though it was since the end of 5th cent. B. C. 
reproduced consistently with the spelling O Y , obviously stayed on in the position of 
a, not changing into u. This may be seen from the fact that the graphic difference 
between O Y (used for the original ou as well as for the monophthong produced by the 
compensatory lengthening of the phone o or by the contraction o -(- o) and between Y 
(used for the original u) was quite consistently observed also in Euboean inscriptions 
of the coming centuries. Even when in the course of time this scheme likely 
succumbed under the influence of the Hellenistic Koine to various other changes, it is 
possible that in some Euboean regions at least the speakers of the pure Euboean 
dialect still kept refusing to adopt the central u for a fairly long period, perhaps to 
the very end of the existence of this dialect as such. 3 3 

8. As to the further development of the non-Euboean Attic-Ionic long-vowel 
system, we need but refer to Ruiperez's explanations in the Word 12,74sqq. which com
prise all the succeeding stages of Attic. For it has to be stressed that the long-vowel 
systems of Ionic of Asia Minor and of the Cyclades had in no way differed since 
the 5th cent. B . C. from the conditions prevailing in Attica. In any case it can be 
observed that ever since the indicated time most of the Greek dialects had gradually 
come to be more and more overlaid by that specific interdialectic structure, which is 
called the Attic or the Hellenistic Koine; under these circumstances it is even so 
very difficult to establish the purely dialectical development for the period concern
ed. —As to Euboean, the perspective of its further development, which at least 
a Sbornik pracl FF. 
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in some parts of the Euboean territory kept ignoring the existence of the central ii, 
has been already outlined sub 7. 

Summing up, we can therefore characterize the comparative development of the 
single Attic-Ionic dialects roundly as follows: If there existed at all any long-vowel 
systemic difference within the Attic-Ionic group in the first three centuries of the 1st 
millennium B.C., it likely consisted—owing to the different rate of progressiveness 
of the shift of the very much open » into a less open g — in the differing systemic 
development of the Ionic of Asia Minor, which obviously was in this respect the most 
progressive of the group, on the one hand, and of the Cycladic of Naxos, Keos, and 
Amorgos, on the other hand, the said Cycladic dialects being the most conservative 
of the Attic-Ionic group from this point of wiew. The place of Attic would be some
where in between; as to Euboean and the other dialects of the Cyclades, nothing 
positive can be said, even if the possibility of some conformity with the Ionic of 
Asia Minor is not excluded. — In the historical period of the development of the 
Attic-Ionic dialects, however, a substantial difference becomes positively noticeable 
between Euboean, which was a dialect preserving its back U—in some Euboean regions 
at least—perhaps to the very end of its existence as a pure dialect of the common 
local speakers, i . e. not overlaid by the Attic Koine, and between the rest of the 
Attic-Ionic dialects, in which there occurred a comparatively early shift of this u to 
the central position of u. 
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" The spelling H was used there merely for the local substitute of the proto-Greek a and for 
the a produced by the 1st compensatory lengthening, the spelling E being used, on the other 
hand, not only for the short e, but also both for the proto-Greek e and for the secondary e produced 
by the compensatory lengthening, contraction or monophthongization. See e. g. xaaiyvexrj 

> 

Schw. D G E 7582 (Naxos/tit. Deli repertus/, VI) or cf. u/vfjua with e\il Schw. 751, 4 (Amorgos, 
V?), 'Iarirji with KXivoyiveq Schw. 765, 1 (Keos, V) etc. As for the phonematic difference 
between ~ce. ( = proto-Greek a, and a produced by the 1st lengthening), \ (=proto-Greek e) and 
e (secondary e), see Note 20. 

1 0 See Schwyzer, G G I 187. 
I I This is true even of Schwyzer'8 modification explained in G G I 188. 
1 2 See Schwyzer, G G I 185 sq., and J. 8. Lasso de.la Vega, Emerita 24, 279. But cf., on the other 

hand, Ruiperez, Word 12, 71 (Note 11). 
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Translated by S. Kostomlatsktf 

V f V O J I O N S K O A T T I C K f i H O D L O U H O V O K A L I C K f i H O S Y S T E M ! ) 

Spanelslcy badatel M . S. Ruiperez se pokusil pfed nekolika lety v clanku uvefejnenem v caso-
pise Word 12 (1950), 67—81, rozebrat a fonologicky zduvodnit vyvoj vokalickych systemu 
v attidtine a bojotstinS, a polozll tak zaklady k novemu, v oblasti klasickych jazyku dosud ne-
poufcitemu pfistupu k rozboru nafedniho hlaskoslovi. Pfes jistou — jen zcasti opravnenou — 
kritiku teto Ruiperezovy pozoruhodne metody si jiz do dnesni doby ziskal Ruiperezuv pokus 
pevne misto v historii starofeckych hlaskoslovnych badani a zaslouzi si nepochybne nisledovani 
i v jinych geografickych oblastech feckeho nafeftniho sveta. — Podle vzoru Ruiperezova se po-
kouSi i autor tohoto clanku o soustavny diachronicko-fonologicky rozbor dlouhovokalickeho 
systemoveho vyvoje cele tzv. ionskoatticke nafecni skupiny a podava v sedmi bodech jeho pfe-
hledny nastin pro jednotliva ionskoatticka nafe6i ai asi do poloviny 4. stol. pf. n. 1. Pokud jde 
o dalsi ionskoatticky vyvoj soustavy dlouhych vokalu (viz bod 6. 8), odkazuje autor pfedevgim 
na Ruiperezovy vyklady z citovaneho clanku, jak tarn byly podany pro vsechna nasledujici 
obdobi attictiny. Nejde tu jen o to, ze se zfejmS ji£ od 5. stol. pf. n. 1. atticky dlouhovokalicky 
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system zfejme v nicem nelifiil od dlouhovokalickych systemu v kykladske a maloasijsk6 ionstine, 
ale i o to, ze zejmena od poloviny 4. stol. zacfnaji jiz byt vSechny lokalni fecke dialekty cim dale, 
tim vice prekryvany tim specifickym interdialektnim jazykovym utvarem, ktery byva pozdeji 
oznaSovan jako atticka nebo helenisticka koine. Zda se, ze si pouze eubojska ionstina udrzela 
i v teto dobe svou starSi systemovou podobu se zachovanym dlouhym u (viz systemovou fazi 
c. 6; posledni schema). 

Vseobecne je pak mozno charakterizovat vyvoj dlouhovokalickeho systemu v jednotlivych 
ionskoattickych dialektech asi tak, ze existovala-li vubec v prvnich. tfech stoletich 1. tis. pf. n. 1. 
uvnitf ionskoatticke nafecni skupiny nejaka dlouhovokalicka systemova diference, projevovala se 
tehdy spise — na zaklade riizne rychleho postupu v pfechodu velmi otevfeneho S v mene otevfene 
% — na jedne strane mezi maloasijskou ionitinou jakozto dialektem v tomto smeru nejprogresiv-
nejsim a na druhe strane zejmena mezi kykladetinou z Naxu, Kea a Amorgu jakozto nafecnimi 
utvary v tomto ohledu nejkonservativnejiimi (attictina by tu stala asi uprostfed; o ionstine 
z Euboje a z kykladskych ostrovii mimo Naxos, Keos a Amorgos nelze tu soudit nic urciteho, 
moinost jeji shody s maloasijskou ionStinou neni vsak zcela vyloucena). Naopak v historickych 
obdobich vyvoje ionskoattickych dialektu se vytvafi zasadni pfedel mezi eubojitinou jakozto 
dialektem uchovavajicim si sve zadni U az snad do konce sve existence a mezi ostatnfmi ionsko-
attickymi dialekty, ktere zfejme nekdy v 7 . -6 . stol. pf. n. 1. posunuly toto u do centralnipolohy 2. 


